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 WHY SUCH PLANTS CALLED AS MEDICINAL
PLANT?

 Plants utilized in any recognized  form of
medicinal value.

 A medicinal plant is any plant which ,in one or
more of its organs, contain substances that can
be use for therapeutic purposes ,or which are
precursors for chemo-pharmaceutical semi-
synthesis (WHO).

 A total of 250,000 species of flowering plants are
referred to as medicinal plants but WHO enlisted
only some21,000 plants species as medicinal
plant.
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MAJOR SELECTION METHODS
OF POTENTIAL MEDICINAL
PLANTS

USE OF  ETHNOBOTANY

FIELD  OBSERVATIONS

TAXONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

RANDOM SELECTION
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HOW TO IDENTIFY MEDICINAL
PLANTS ?

 On the basis of growing condition
In gravel- works as stone breaker in body
parts like gallbladder , kidney .
Grow in wet soil- for respiratory problems .
In running water- for removing toxins  and wastes
from body.

On the basis of  colour  of flowers
Reddish- skin disorders , antibiotics .
Purple- blood purifier, treating muscles,

stress .
Yellow-urinary problems, liver, gallbladder.
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 On the basis of texture…
Thorny herbs- for acute pain , hairs…
Soft texture- for chest disorders, and

colds….
Climbing herbs- for nervous and blood

systems…

 On the basis of root systems..
Thread like root- veins in skin…
Vein like root- for nerve and blood

disorders.
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ACCORDING TO USES-

MEDICINAL HERBS

CULINARY HERBS
(KITCHEN HERBS )
CULINARY HERBS
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AROMATIC HERBS

ORNAMENTAL
HERBS



ACCORDING TO ACTIVE
COMPOUNDS-
 NUTRITIVE HERBS

 AROMATIC HERBS

 BITTER HERBS

 ASTRINGENTS

 MUSCILAGINOUS HERBS
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ACCORDING TO USE OF THE HERBS-
 MEDICINAL HERBS- have therapeutic potential

and are used in making medicines because of
healing capacity.

 CULINARY HERBS- mostly used in cooking
because of strong flavour like Parsley, Mint etc.

 AROMATIC HERBS- commonly used because of
their pleasant smelling leaves, flowers and other
parts. Oils from these herbs used in making
perfumes, soap and various other such products.

 ORNAMENTAL HERBS- used in decoration.
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ACCORDING TO ACTIVE CONSTITUENTS-
AROMATIC HERBS- Divided in to two

subcategories: stimulants and nerving herbs.

 STIMULANT HERBS: increases activity and
energy of the body e.g. Ginger, lemon, fennel,
garlic…

 NERVING HERBS: heal and sooth the nervous
system, often affect the respiratory, digestive and
circulatory system of body e. g. ginger.
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ASTRINGENT (CONTRACTILE)
HERBS-
These herbs have tannins, which have

ability to precipitate proteins and contract
or tones living tissues.

These herbs are abortive, antiseptic and
astringents.

They are also affect urinary, circulatory
and digestive systems, large doses are
toxic for liver, e.g. peppermint.
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BITTER HERBS-
 These herbs are named as because of the

presence of phenols, phenol glycosides,
alkaloids and saponins and are divided as
follows-

DIURETIC HERBS

 LAXATIVE HERBS

 ALKALOID CONTAINING HERBS

 SAPONIN-CONTAINING HERBS
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MUCILAGINOUS HERBS-
These herbs contain polysaccharides,

which are responsible for slippery mild
taste that is sweet in water.

Since most mucilage are not broken down
by the human digestive system, but
absorb toxins from the bowel and give
bulk to the stool.

Mucilaginous herbs are most effective as
compressing agents.
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NUTRITIVE HERBS-
Have nutritive value

True foods and provide some medicinal
effects as mucilage, fiber and diuretic
action.

They provide nutrition of protein,
carbohydrates, fats, vitamins and
minerals

e.g. nuts, carrot, papaya….
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ACCORDING TO PERIOD OF
LIFE-

ANNUALS

BIENNIALSBIENNIALS

PERENNIALS



CLASSIFICATION OF NATURAL
PRODUCTS-

BASED ON THEIR CHEMICAL
STRUCTURE

BASED ON THEIR BIOGENESISBASED ON THEIR BIOGENESIS

BASED ON PHYSIOLOGICAL
ACTIVITY

BASED ON THEIR TAXONOMY
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